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The reclaimed factory windows that

front the home accentuate the volume

of the space inside and infuse the home

with beautiful natural light. While the

bottom floor is essentially one large

open space, surprise features such as

this fireplace separate the space into

different living zones.

CLOCKWISE An aluminium roof reflects the colours of the Sligo

skies. Cléa with sons Maximilian and Orlando. Rusted steel climbers

in the garden, by Jason Kelly, add elegant geometries. Cléa designed

the huge sofas, which were made by David O’Connell at John

O’Connell Furniture. OPPOSITE PAGE The concrete monobloc

island was designed by Cléa in collaboration with Bulthaup Hanover

Quay. The ovens are Gaggenau and hung from a Bulthaup wall panel

system. Cléa worked with Ben Bulben contractors on the build,

with Michael Comny from Ballina as the engineer who oversaw the

complete project.
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Remodelling a 1980s bungalow gave artist Cléa van der Grijn a chance to realise her
dreams, and create space for her art to breathe.
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As the farmhouse dates back almost to famine times, you

can see layers of stone work from different eras throughout.

OPPOSITE PAGE, FROM TOP LEFT Wilson’s in Belfast was key

for architectural salvage finds, such as these beautiful radiators.

Simple natural materials create a sense of calm. Wildflowers from

the garden and hedgerows complement flowers from Ruth Fortune

Flowers. A piece made as part of Joan’s art practice.

The antique carousel horse came from Cléa’s mother, and was used in her

Reconstructing Memory exhibition. “I think it’s just a beautiful thing,” says

the artist. The photograph on the wall is a still from the same exhibition.

The church bench is from a salvage yard in Drumcliff. OPPOSITE PAGE,

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT This space was purpose built for Cléa’s

Welsh dresser. An industrial style lamp hangs over the vast solid oak table,

made in situ by Padraigh Fogarty. Cléa’s painting, Marigold, celebrates the

bright flower said to guide the souls of the dead.
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should perhaps have knocked it down,”
says Cléa van der Grijn, contemplating
the light-filled home she designed on a
expansive site at Rosses Point in Sligo.
“I thought it would be better to work with
a template. I didn’t realise it would have
been easier to start from scratch.”

Instead, Cléa, one of Ireland’s leading
artists, used the footprint of the existing
house, ripped out all the internal walls, added
a beautiful aluminium roof that reflects the
ever-changing Sligo skies, and in the process,
created a timeless, but highly contemporary
classic for herself and her family. Alongside
the house are gardens (“I’ve only been in the
house seven weeks, but we’ve already got herbs
and vegetables,” she says), an orchard, and
Cléa’s all-important studio – a corrugated-clad
wooden building, adjacent to the house.
The best artists have an exceptional eye,

which is either something innate, or developed
through years of looking deeply at things.
In Cléa’s case, this is coupled with a great
sympathy for materials. Here, solid concrete
and unpainted plaster appear soft, almost
breathing, and are highlighted with perfectly
placed artworks from the artist’s recent
exhibitions. “It was important to me that every
single material in the house would never have
to be looked after,” Cléa explains. “Everything
is either natural wood, metal, concrete or wax
plaster. There are no skirting boards, no paint
to be redone. Everything will, I hope, only
grow more lovely with age. Nothing is pretty
or ornamental in the build, everything has a
function, but for me it is beautiful.”
The house has been a labour of love, but

perhaps it was also in the blood. “I was
brought up with my father always buying
houses, in Amsterdam or Ireland, doing them
up from scratch. He’d sell them for profit
and live for a year on the money, making his
paintings, which he would then sell,” Cléa
remembers. “I would have loved to have been
an architect,” she continues. “But the thing
about doing something you don’t usually do is

LEFT The honesty of poured concrete and waxed

plaster are perfect foils to Cléa’s artwork. Beside the

stove, Dead Man Feet in patinated bronze gently

glows, while above a Mexican clay pot, which broke

in transit, was lovingly reconstructed by Cléa using

gold resin.

“I
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT In the main suite, a dressing room

leads to the bathroom. There are deliberately very few doors in

the house. The bath is modelled on Japanese baths. The bed was

designed by Cléa and made by Padraigh Fogarty. A sliding steel barn

door separates the downstairs living areas from Cléa’s bedroom.

OPPOSITE PAGE The white Victorian dress came from Cléa’s mother,

and was used in the Reconstructing Memory film.
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ABOVE LEFT A skull sits on the Ikea desk in

Maximilian’s bedroom. “I don’t think they think of

them as skulls,” says Cléa. “They’re just objects

that I have.” BELOW The Perfect neon art sign is in

Cléa’s handwriting and was made by Dublin Neon.

“About a friend. Everything he says is ‘perfect’.”

that you can say: ‘I think this is gorgeous’. You
know, the way you can praise someone else’s
baby, but not your own. So since I’m
not an architect, I can say I think this house
is gorgeous”
Tactful reticence may preclude Cléa from

praising her own art, but that too is gorgeous.
Some may know her work from early
collaborations with John Rocha, including on
Dublin’s Morrison Hotel, but more recently
she has been using her extensive travels to
investigate other cultures and traditions. The
results have been beautiful meditations on the
meaning of life, love and death. Skulls and
marigolds are a feature, gleaned from trips to
Mexico, where the scent of marigolds is said
to guide the spirits of the dead home. If this
sounds macabre, one look at Cléa’s work will
change your mind.
Cléa introduces me to some of the other

artworks in the house, which are perfectly
placed in their spaces. They are also ideally
complemented by the furniture, most of
which she designed, and had built with
the help of talented makers such as John
O’Connell Furniture and Padraigh Fogarty.
The same is true of the house: she designed it,
and had an engineer submit the plans. Richly
coloured rugs warm the floors. “I went over to
Morocco and bought the rugs. I went to get
the special pigment to colour the walls,
but when I got back I realised I wanted natural
colours. Big bright colours only work well in
hot countries.”
On a ledge is a large Mexican clay pot. “It’s

probably one of the most expensive things I
bought, but Customs broke it when it was
coming over. I got a table, and created a kind
of archaeological site. There were about 500
pieces. I numbered them, and stuck it together
with gold resin. The old Japanese word
kintsukuroi means that if you fix something
broken, it becomes more beautiful,” she says.
“I always wanted to make a home,” concludes
Cléa. “I love doing this more than anything.”
And the result? A real work of art.


